
1U 19" Horizontal Cable Management Panel

StarTech ID: CMPNL1UC

Keeping cables organized makes it easier to manage your server room or data center. This one-piece organizer
with 1U design helps you keep all of your cables accessible and identifiable, for a tidier, more scalable server
workspace. This TAA compliant product adheres to the requirements of the US Federal Trade Agreements Act
(TAA), allowing government GSA Schedule purchases.

Easy cable organization for a more manageable server room

All you need to install the cable organizer is 1U of available rack space. It makes it easier to manage cables
from the front or back of your server rack, with conveniently placed hooks that hold both vertically and
horizontally running cables.

The organizer helps you manage network, server and KVM cabling in your server rack by utilizing a combination
of horizontal finger ducts and vertical or horizontal D-ring hooks. It organizes and guides cable using 12 lockable
clips to keep cables securely in place.

Durable construction ensures dependable performance

Engineered with high-quality steel construction and sturdy hooks, the cable organizer is built to deliver
dependable performance, year after year.

Adding the cable organizer in between your equipment also closes off open spaces in the rack, which promotes
proper airflow. By relieving cable strain, it also increases the lifespan of your server and networking equipment
interfaces.

Note: The hooks on this cable management system extend past 19 inches. As a result certain racks with close
spaced or inset rack mount holes may not be compatible with this product.  

The CMPNL1UC is backed by a StarTech.com 2-year warranty and free lifetime technical support.
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Applications

Use with server racks and cabinets, structured wiring closets and network distribution cabling to keep
cables organized, accessible and identifiable
Increase the longevity of your server and networking equipment interfaces by relieving cable strain
Improve the efficiency of your cooling system by covering unused rack space

Features

An effective cable management solution occupying 1U of rack space
Combination of horizontal finger ducts and vertical or horizontal large D-ring hooks
TAA compliant for GSA Schedule purchases
Mounts to a standard 19” 2 or 4-post server rack
One-piece organizer for front and back cable management
Organizes and delivers cable to 12 lockable clips on the back
High-quality steel construction
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Technical Specifications

Warranty 2 Years
Mounting Options Front and Rear Mount
Orientation Horizontal
U Height 1U
Color Black
Product Height 1.7 in [44 mm]
Product Length 20.1 in [510 mm]
Product Weight 1.8 lb [0.8 kg]
Product Width 4 in [102 mm]
Shipping (Package) Weight 2.5 lb [1.1 kg]
Included in Package 1 - 1U Combo Cable Manager
Included in Package 4 - 5/8" #10-32 UNF Screws
Included in Package 4 - #10-32 UNF Cage Nuts
Included in Package 4 - 5/8" #12-24 UNC Screws
Included in Package 4 - #12-24 UNC Cage Nuts
Included in Package 12 - cable clamps
Included in Package 1 - instruction manual

Certifications, Reports and Compatibility
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